The Couple's Relating to Each Other Questionnaires (CREOQ) are a set of four questionnaires for measuring negative forms of interrelating within couples. They enable each partner to rate his/her relating to the other and the other's relating to him/her. They are based upon the theoretical structure called the interpersonal octagon, and each questionnaire has eight scales. They are usually accompanied by a brief, single-scale questionnaire called the US (us as a couple), by which each partner rates the quality of the relationship. The set of questionnaires was administered to 130 English couples from the community, 157 English couples seeking couple therapy and 89 Dutch community couples. The Dutch couples were also invited to rate themselves and their partners according to the items of the revised interpersonal checklist (ICL-R). The mean scores for the US and for most of the scales of the four CREOQ were significantly higher in the couple therapy sample. The internal reliabilities of the Dutch sample were generally lower than those of the English sample. Correlations were examined between the 10 ICL-R scales and the 8 CREOQ ones. Some agreement emerged, and for the ICL-R, there appeared to be one close, one distant, four upper and two lower scales.
The present study is set within the framework of Birtchnell's (1996 Birtchnell's ( , 2002a relating theory, in which relating is defined as that which one person does to another. The theory also concerns being related to by another. A person can relate to another without being related to by the other (e.g. be a distant admirer), and a person can be related to by another without relating to the other. Birtchnell introduced the term interrelating to refer to the situation in which each of two people both relates to and is related to by the other. If a relationship is a manifestation of interrelating, then one way of studying it is inviting each of two people to rate how he or she relates to the other and how the other relates to him or her. This requires there to be four separate measures. Interrelating may occur between any pair of individuals, with the appropriate gender words can be selected. The present study concerns only heterosexual couples.
The design of the CREOQ is similar to that of the Person's Relating to Others Questionnaire (PROQ2), which was developed to measure an individual's general, negative relating tendencies (Birtchnell & Evans, 2004; Kalaitzaki & Nestoros, 2003) . Each of the four CREOQ, like the PROQ2, has 96 items with four possible responses for each, but the actual items in the two measures are different. As with the PROQ2, the items contribute to eight scales, which correspond to the eight octants of the octagon. As with the PROQ2, it has not always been possible, particularly for the self-referring items, to directly allude to certain negative forms of relating, since the respondents are likely to deny them. Instead, a more oblique approach has been necessary. Of the 12 items assigned to each scale, 10 are negative, and only these contribute to the scale score. The other 2 items are positive. They are included only to provide an opportunity for respondents to say something good about either themselves or their partners, and thus to increase the motivation to complete the questionnaires. Moreover, as with the PROQ2, the questionnaires are scored by computer, the computer generating both a set of eight scores and a graphic representation of these scores (see Fig. 4 ). The CREOQ is intended for the use in couple therapy (Birtchnell, 2001b) , just as the PROQ2 has largely been used in psychotherapy (Birtchnell, 2002b) . Because the CREOQ incorporates four separate questionnaires, inevitably, the presentation of data has had to be four times as long as that for the PROQ2.
In early trials with the CREOQ, it emerged that although it appeared to provide an accurate account of the interrelating of the couple, it gave no indication of how each partner viewed the relationship as a whole. Where the self-rating questionnaire comprised all 'I' items and the partner-rating questionnaire comprised all 'he' or 'she' items, what seemed also to be needed was a questionnaire that comprised all 'we' items. One was constructed. It was called the US, because it referred to 'us as a couple'. From that point on, besides completing a self-and a partner-rating questionnaire, each partner was invited also to complete the US questionnaire.
Are there measures that are comparable to the CREOQ?
There are many measures concerned with aspects of intimacy within couple relationships (e.g. Berscheid, Snyder, & Omoto, 1989; Christensen & Heavy, 1990; Hazan & Shaver, 1987; Merves-Okin, Amidon, & Bernt, 1991) . The multi-item measure of adult romantic attachments (Brennan & Shaver, 1995) does not apply to any specific relationship. The Dyadic perspective-taking scale (Long & Andrews, 1990 ) includes a self-and a partner rating, but only of empathic ability. The Mutual Psychological Development Questionnaire (Genero, Miller, Surrey, & Baldwin, 1992) measures the perceived mutuality in the self and the other. One measure (Scott-Heyes, 1982) , like the CREOQ, is completed separately by each partner and incorporates both self-and partner-rating items, but these are only of 'affection given' and 'affection received', which are strictly positive qualities. It also has relative dominance items -that is, which partner is the more dominant -without providing any absolute measure of the level of dominance of either partner; and it does not include items that refer to lower forms of relating. Saffrey, Barthomew, Scharfe, Henderson, and Koopman (2003) invited couples to complete a self-report and a partner-report version of the Inventory of Interpersonal Problems -Circumplex (IIP-C; Alden, Wiggins, & Pincus, 1990) , which, like the CREOQ, has eight scales, based upon an octagonal, theoretical structure. In short, there is no measure, which, like the CREOQ, (1) distinguishes between positive and negative relating, (2) measures both closeness and distance, (3) combines a close/distant measure with an upper/lower one, (4) provides a self-and a partner-rating measure for each partner and (5) applies specifically to how the self relates to the other and the other relates to the self.
Aims of the study
The study aimed to examine the performance of the US and the CREOQ in two English samples and one Dutch sample and, in the Dutch sample only, to compare the CREOQ with a revised version of the Interpersonal Check List (ICL-R), a measure which is based upon the interpersonal circle. The study is in three parts. In Part 1, the psychometric properties of the US and the CREOQ were compared in two English samples comprising (1) couples from the community and (2) couples seeking couple therapy. In Part 2, the psychometric properties of the Dutch translation of the US and the CREOQ administered to a Dutch community sample were compared with those of the same measures used in the English community sample. In Part 3, within the Dutch community sample, the Dutch translations of the CREOQ and the ICL-R were compared. All analyses were carried out using SPSS, Version 11.
The expectations were that (1) in the English comparisons, the mean scores on the US and on all the CREOQ scales would be higher in the couple therapy sample than in the community sample, (2) there would be similarities between the mean scores of the English and Dutch community samples, though it is accepted that caution needs to be exercised when such cross-cultural comparisons are made and (3) there would be positive correlations between those scales of the CREOQ and the ICLR-R that corresponded in position on the respective underlying theoretical structures.
PART 1. COMPARING THE ENGLISH COMMUNITY AND COUPLE THERAPY SAMPLES

Method
Participants
The English community sample comprised a combination of couples from samples collected independently by two of the authors. They were from direct contacts, contacts of contacts and responders to advertisements. The English couple therapy sample was derived from a number of sources. They include couples referred to a private clinic and couples treated by each of two of the authors, one in a National Health Service setting and one in the setting of a counselling service. All couples were tested before the start of therapy. Because the couples in both samples included couples derived from a range of sources, no demographic details were available for them. All couples for whom more than five items were not responded to, in both the US and the CREOQs, were excluded from the analyses. Of the community couples, 29 (5.5%) were excluded and 29 (6.4%) of the therapy couples were excluded; this left 130 and 157 in the community and therapy samples, respectively.
Questionnaires
The US comprises 20 items, each with a possible response of true or false. Positively and negatively phrased items alternate, and a point is allocated for a true response to a negative item and a false response to a positive one. The higher the score, the worse the relationship, so a maximally bad relationship would obtain a score of 20 for each partner. The first four items are:
We are good friends We find ourselves avoiding each other We help each other out of difficulties We don't have very much in common
The items of the eight proposed scales of the four CREOQs are distributed randomly. The possible responses for each item are mostly yes, quite often, sometimes and mostly no, which generate a score of 3, 2, 1 and 0, respectively. Thus, each scale has a score range of 0-30, and a maximum total score, obtained by summating the scale totals, of 240. Specimen items for the eight (negative) MS scales are:
Upper neutral: I like to be the one who is in control Upper close: I tend to be possessive towards her Neutral close: I hold on to her too much Lower close: I have a dread of being rejected by her Lower neutral: I prefer her to make the decisions Lower distant: I try to keep out of her way Neutral distant: I prefer to keep her at a safe distance Upper distant: I find it necessary to put her in her place Specimen items for the eight (incompetent) MP scales are:
Upper neutral: Wants things done her way Upper close: Seems to feel I need to be looked after by her Neutral close: Tries to stay too close to me Lower close: Can never be sure that I approve of her Lower neutral: Needs me to tell her what to do Lower distant: Easily gives in to me Neutral distant: Does not like to get too involved with me Upper distant: Becomes bad tempered if I don't give in to her Within the scales, there is often a correspondence between the items of the self scales and those of the partner scales. For instance, where the upper neutral self item is 'I like to be the one who is in control', the corresponding upper neutral partner item is 'needs to be the one in control.' Procedure All couples were heterosexual. The couples were handed, or sent, two identical envelopes, one for the man and one for the woman. Each envelope contained a US questionnaire, a self-rating and a partner-rating questionnaire. Each partner was instructed to complete the three questionnaires in private, return them to the envelope and seal it. The two sealed envelopes were then transferred to one larger envelope, which was then posted anonymously to one of the authors who did the scoring. This way, neither partner saw the other's responses. All scoring was done by computer.
The therapists in the private clinic chose not to see their patients' scores. The authors who treated their own patients did see them, and discussed the scores with the patients.
Analyses
The following analyses were carried out in the two samples: (1) the internal reliabilities and mean scores of the US questionnaire; (2) the internal reliabilities and the mean scores of the eight scales of the four CREOQ; (3) the mean scores of the men and the mean scores of the women on the self-rating and partner-rating questionnaires; (4) the correlations between the US questionnaire and the eight scales of the four CREOQ; (5) the inter-scale correlations of the four CREOQ; and (6) the degree to which the self ratings of one partner correlate with the partner ratings of the other. Finally, the community and couple therapy samples and the men scales and the woman scales were combined to perform a factor analysis on (1) the self-rating scales and (2) the partnerrating scales.
Results
Internal reliability and mean scores of the US The internal reliabilities (coefficient alpha) of the US questionnaire, for men and women, in the community and couple therapy samples, are shown in Table 1 . They ranged from .73-.89. The mean scores are also shown. For both men and women, they were very low in the community sample and significantly higher in the couple therapy sample.
The internal reliability and mean scores for the CREOQ scales The internal reliabilities of each of the eight scales of the four CREOQs, for the community and the couple therapy samples, are shown in Table 2 . The reliability was less than .70 in only 5 of the 32 community scales and only 2 of the 32 couple therapy scales. The only correspondence between the two samples, in respect of reliability, was with the lower distant scale of the MP questionnaire (.60 and .63 in the two samples). This scale then was the least reliable.
The mean scores of the eight scales of the four CREOQs, for the community and the couple therapy samples, are shown in Table 3 . For all four questionnaires, the mean total score was much higher, and to a highly significant extent, in the couple therapy sample than in the community sample. The differences between the community and the therapy samples were most marked for the partner-rating questionnaires. An unexpected exception was that, for both the MS and the WS questionnaires, the mean lower neutral score was higher in the community sample than in the couple therapy one, and this difference was highly significant for the WS questionnaire.
Comparing the mean scores of men and women It will be seen from Table 3 that in both the community sample and the couple therapy sample, the women's mean scores, on both the self-rating measure (WS) and the partner-rating measure (WP), were higher than the men's (MS and MP), and for some scales, this difference was highly significant. In both samples, the women even considered themselves to be significantly more upper distant, a form of relating normally found to be higher in men (Birtchnell & Evans, 2004) . The men's partner ratings refer to their perception of the women's relating to them, and the women's partner ratings refer to their perception of the men's relating to them. The women perceived the men to be more distant, which is in keeping with the tendency for men to rate themselves as more distant on the PROQ2 (Birtchnell & Evans, 2004) . On the other hand, the women perceived the men to be more lower distant, which is not in accord with how men rate themselves on the PROQ2.
Correlation between the US and the CREOQ
The correlation between the US for men and the US for women was .47 in the community sample and .63 in the couple therapy sample. This difference may be due to the very low mean scores in the community sample. Table 4 examines the correlations between the US score for men and women and the scores on the eight scales of the four CREOQs, in the community and in the couple therapy samples. Many of the correlations were low, indicating that there is not a direct correspondence between the US rating and the CREOQ ratings. In the couple therapy sample, there was a high correlation between the US and the total partner score (USm/MP and USw/WP), and this stood out particularly for the upper neutral partner score. The scale showing the largest number of high correlations with the US, across, samples, across genders and across questionnaires was neutral distant.
Inter-scale correlations of the CREOQ Table 5 examines the inter-scale correlations of the four CREOQ in the community sample (upper triangle) and the couple therapy sample (lower triangle). Because the four interactive scales represent a blending of the scales to either side of them, high correlations between the interactive scales and the polar scales were only to be expected. These correlations between neighbouring scales are shown in bold type, and they certainly were higher than the remaining correlations. The correlation between upper neutral and upper distant was very high, particularly for the partner-rating questionnaires. The neighbouring scale correlations will be called the diagonal correlations, because they are located along the diagonal of the correlation matrix. For the self-and the partner ratings, in both samples, the mean of the diagonal correlations was significantly higher than that of the remaining correlations, MS com . Table 6 presents the correlations of the eight scales of the MS against the eight scales of the WP, and the eight scales of the WS against the eight scales of the MP. If there is agreement, the correlations on the same octant scale (e.g. upper neutral scale of the MS against the upper neutral scale of the WP) should be the highest. These form a diagonal line across the correlation matrix. They will be called the diagonal correlations, and they are printed in bold. They were in fact very much higher that the remaining correlations, and the difference between the mean of them and the mean of the others was highly significant, MS/WP community .35 (0.12) diagonal .13 (0.14) rest, t ¼ 4:75, p ¼ :001. MS/WP therapy .46 (0.08) diagonal .07 (0.21) rest, t ¼ 9:70, p ¼ :00. MP/WS community .36 (0.11) diagonal, .10 (0.14) rest, t ¼ 5:18, p ¼ :00. MP/WS therapy .40 (0.08) diagonal .10 (0.14) t ¼ 9:16, p ¼ :00.
Factor analysis
Opinions vary as to whether, in a factor analysis, the size or the consistency of the sample is the more important. Kline (1994, p. 73) wrote that '[t]he rule is the more subjects the better'. Consequently, we were inclined to seek the largest possible sample size. Since the items of the MS and the WS scales, and the MP and the WP scales, are identical, we treated the MS and WS, and the MP and the WP, as though they were the same questionnaire. This provided 260 self raters and 260 partner raters in the community sample and 314 self raters and 314 partner raters in the couple therapy sample. Combining the two samples provided 574 self raters and 574 partner raters.
Items loading below .40 were excluded. The pre-and post-rotation (varimax) parameters are shown in Table 7 . A scree plot pointed to a three-factor solution for both the self raters and the partner raters. In a principal component analysis for the self raters, the first factor was predominantly distant, the second was all upper and the third was a mixture of close and lower. For the partner raters, the first factor was a mixture of upper and close, the second was mainly distant and the third was predominantly lower. Because of the unsatisfactory nature of these distributions, a four-factor solution was examined for both, and whilst this had not been strictly indicated by the scree plot, it did provide a more even spread of item loadings, which corresponded more closely with the anticipated distribution. For this reason, it will be described in detail. In the self solution, Factor 1 comprised 21 items, 1 being double-loaded on Factor 3. They included all 10 neutral distant items, 6 lower distant items and 1 upper distant item; hence, it was a distant factor. Factor 2 comprised 18 items, including 8 upper distant items, 7 upper neutral items and 3 upper close items; hence, it was an upper factor. Factor 3 comprised 11 items, 1 being double-loaded on Factor 1. They included 7 neutral close items, 2 lower close items and 2 upper close items; hence, it was a close factor. Factor 4 comprised 12 items, 1 being double-loaded and negative on Factor 1. They included 9 lowe neutral items, 2 lower distant items and 1 lower close item; hence, it was a lower factor. In the partner solution, Factor 1 comprised 23 items, 5 being double-loaded on Factor 2. They included 8 upper distant items, 7 upper neutral items and 7 upper close items; hence, it was an upper factor. Factor 2 comprised 19 items, 1 being double-loaded on Factor 1 and 1 being double-loaded on Factor 4. They included all 10 neutral distant items, 2 upper distant items and 2 lower distant items; hence, it was a distant factor. Factor 3 comprised 18 items, 2 being double-loaded on Factor 1, and 2 being doubleloaded on Factor 2. They included 8 neutral close items, 6 lower close items and 2 upper close items; hence, it was a close factor. Factor 4 comprised 15 items, including 7 lower distant items, 5 lower neutral items and 3 lower close items; hence, it was a lower factor. Figure 2 . Multidimensional scaling representation of the eight scales of the men and women self-raters in the combined English community and couple therapy sample.
Multidimensional scaling
In Figs 2 and 3 , by means of a MINISSA:KUNST program for smallest space analysis, the relative distances between the eight scales were calculated for the self-and the partner raters. Because these distances are relative, the absolute axial numbers have been removed. For both, the close proximity of the upper distant and upper neutral scales remains a problem, and for the self raters, the lower close scale is too closely aligned with the distance scales. This results in a less than perfect conformity with an octagonal arrangement. Figure 4 is a computer-generated graphic representation of CREOQ scores at the beginning and end of a course of couple therapy lasting about 18 months. At the beginning, the man's and the woman's US scores were 11 and 12, respectively, and at the end, they had dropped to 5 for both partners. The man was relatively less critical of both himself and his partner. He rated himself as a mixture of lower close (dependent) and lower distant (compliant), and his partner as predominantly neutral distant (withdrawing). The woman rated herself extremely high on neutral distant, lower distant and lower close and her partner extremely high on upper neutral (dominating), and fairly high on upper distant (controlling) and neutral close (clinging). In therapy, the man felt rejected by the woman, and the woman felt frightened that the man would attack her, which may have accounted for her own high neutral distant score and her high partner upper neutral and upper distant scores. The man described the woman as fussy, with set ways of doing things, with which he felt he had to conform. He bottled up his frustration over this and occasionally he would explode with rage. The woman admitted that the more anxious she got, the more fussy she became. The man became more sympathetic to her anxiety, and this made her less fussy. The less fussy she got, the less frustrated he became. He stopped having rages, so she became less frightened of him and he felt less rejected by her. 
Brief case report
PARTS 2 AND 3. COMPARING THE ENGLISH AND DUTCH COMMUNITY SAMPLES AND COMPARING THE DUTCH CREOQ WITH THE ICL-R
For a number of years, at the Nijmegen Institute for Scientist Practitioners in Addiction, a revised version of a Dutch translation of the ICL-R (DeJong, van den Brink, & Jansma, 2000) has been used in the course of the psychotherapy of couples in which at least one partner had an addiction problem. Members of the institute became interested in the CREOQ because of the resemblance of its theoretical base to that of the ICL-R. The decision was made to translate first the US and later the CREOQ into Dutch and then to compare these two measures with the ICL-R in a Dutch community sample. Comparison was also made between the Dutch sample and the English community sample.
Method
Participants One author obtained, from a number of friends, the names and addresses of 125 couples who had expressed their willingness to participate in the study. The friends had been informed that the couples should be heterosexual, though they did not have to be living together, but they should not be in therapy. The couples were sent a covering letter and a set of questionnaires. Incomplete questionnaires were returned for completion. Eventually, 89 couples (70.2%) returned completed questionnaires. The mean age was 32.9 (SD 12.4) for men and 30.6 (SD 12.2) for women. Of the couples, 27 (30.3%) were married, and 38 couples (42.7%) were neither married nor living together.
Questionnaires
The US had previously been translated into Dutch in a collaboration between one of the authors and a Dutch student. Subsequently, three Dutch researchers each independently translated the CREOQ into Dutch. After discussion, a consensus version of the translation was prepared, which was then back-translated into English by a fourth bilingual researcher who had lived in England for 10 years. Discrepancies were then resolved by consensus decision. The ICL-R has 160 items, 16 for each of its 10 scales. For each item there is a yes or no response, the yes response contributing one point to the score. Hence, each scale has a maximum score of 16. The original ICL (LaForge & Suczek, 1955) had 16 eight-item scales. Subsequently, Paddock and Nowicki (1986) concluded that the reliabilities of the 16 scales were unacceptably low and recommended that neighbouring pairs of scales should be combined to form eight, 16-item scales, the names of each scale incorporating the names of the two paired scales. This is now common practice. Moving round the interpersonal circle in a clockwise direction, the scales are PA (power-autocratic), NO (responsible-hypernormal, LM (cooperative-overconventional), JK (docile-dependent), HI (self-effacing-masochistic), FG (rebellious-distrustful), DE (aggressive-sadistic) and BC (competitive-narcissistic). In 1989, van den Brink introduced two new scales in response to the observation by Wiggins (1979) , and later by Paddock and Nowicki (1986) , that there were gaps in the distribution of characteristics around the circle. The scales were called nNnO, to be located between the PA and NO positions, and nFnG to be located between the HI and FG positions. The words defining nNnO were extrovertsociable, and those defining the nFnG were reserved-silent. Since the scales of the ICL are well known, they will be referred to by their initials.
Procedure
Both members of each couple in the Dutch sample were sent a Dutch translation of the US and CREOQ and two copies of the ICL-R. They were invited to complete the questionnaires in private. In order to make the ICL-R more comparable with the CREOQ, each partner was asked to respond to the items first as they might apply to the participant him or herself and second as they might apply to the participant's partner. This is similar to what was done by Safrey et al. (2003) using the circumplex version of the IIP. It simply asks how the self and the partner are considered to relate in general. It does not, as the CREOQ does, ask how specifically they relate to, or are related to by, the other person. However, it does afford some opportunity to compare an octagonal and a circular approach to interpersonal measurement.
A serious problem arises when comparing the CREOQ with the ICL-R: whilst the items of the CREOQ are, by design, all negative, those of the ICL-R range, in interpersonal psychology terminology, from the least to the most intense, which is, in relating theory terminology, from positive to negative. This is in accord with a longheld principle of interpersonal theory, upon which the ICL is based, that interpersonal characteristics should range in intensity from mild to severe and that the milder forms, which are located at the centre of the interpersonal circle, reflect normality and the more severe forms, which are located at the periphery, reflect what Leary (1957) has called the psychiatric extremes. Not all interpersonal psychologists adhere to this principle. Benjamin (1994 Benjamin ( , 1996 , for example, has argued that normality is qualitatively different from pathology. In an initial comparison of the CREOQ and the ICL-R, relatively few significant correlations were found between the scales of the two measures. It seemed likely that this was because of the high proportion of positive items included in the ICL-R scales. The items of each ICL-R scale are listed in the manual (DeJong et al., 2000) from the least to the most intense. It was decided to repeat the analyses with the positive items removed, even though reducing the number of items per scale had the effect of reducing the internal reliabilities of the scales.
Analyses for Part 2: The US and CREOQ in the Dutch and English samples
The following analyses were carried out in the Dutch sample and some comparisons were made with the English community sample: (1) the internal reliabilities and mean scores of the scales, (2) a comparison of the mean scores of the men and the women, (3) the correlation between the US and the eight scales of the four CREOQ, (4) the interscale correlations of the four questionnaires and (5) the degree to which the self ratings of the one partner correlate with the partner ratings of the other. Because of the small size of the samples, no factor analyses were attempted. Tables for 3, 4 and 5 will not be included, though they can be obtained from the first author. Here, the findings will be summarized.
Part 2 Results
Reliabilities and means
The reliability of the US was .63 for men and .70 for women for the Dutch sample compared with .73 and .87 for the English community sample. The US means were 1.3 (SD 1.7) for men and 1.4 (SD 1.9) for women for the Dutch sample and 1.6 (SD 2.1) and 2.3 (SD 3.4) for the English sample. The reliabilities of the eight scales of the four CREOQ for the Dutch sample are shown in Table 8 . They were generally lower than for the English sample. Of the 32 alphas, 7 were less than .60 and a further 14 were less than .70. The equivalent numbers for the English sample were 0 and 5. The mean scale scores for the Dutch and English samples are shown in Table 9 . For 30 of the 32 scales, the English mean was higher. Comparing the mean scores of the men and the women The correspondence between the Dutch and the English scores was reasonably close for men (both MS and MP), but for women, the English score was significantly higher on 13 of the 16 scales. Consequently, in the Dutch sample, there was not the same trend for the women's mean scores to be higher than the men's were.
Correlation between the US and the CREOQ scales
The correlation between the US for men and the US for women (.50) was similar to that for the English community sample (.47). As with the English community sample, most of the correlations between the US and the CREOQ scales were low. The tendency for the highest correlations to occur on the neutral distant scale was less apparent. As with the English sample, the highest correlation was between the US score for women and the WP questionnaire, particularly on the neutral distance, upper distant and upper neutral scales.
Inter-scale correlations of the CREOQ As with the English community sample, almost all the correlations were positive. Also as with the English sample, the correlations between the polar scales and the interactive scales were higher than those between the remaining scales. This difference was not as marked as in the English community sample, and was highly significant only for the two partner questionnaires, MS .50 (0.18) diagonal, . Correlation between the self ratings of the one partner and the partner ratings of the other The correlations were examined between the self ratings of the one partner and the partner ratings of the other; as with the English samples, the correlations were much higher when the self ratings of the one partner and partner ratings of the other applied to the same scale. The mean of these diagonal correlations was very significantly higher than the mean of the remaining correlations; so once again, the self ratings of the one partner were supported by the partner ratings of the other, MS/WP diagonal .33 (0.12), rest .11 (0.14), t ¼ 4:78, p ¼ :001. WS/MP diagonal .37 (0.06), rest .17 (0.11), t ¼ 7:67, p ¼ :00.
Analyses for Part 3: The CREOQ compared with the ICL-R
The following analyses will by carried out for the self-and the partner ratings of the men and the women: (1) the internal reliabilities and the inter-scale correlations of the ten scales of the complete (positive plus negative items) ICL-R; and (2) correlations between the eight scales of the CREOQ and the ten scales of the ICL-R (negative items only).
Part 3 Results
Reliabilities of the ICL-R scales
The mean reliabilities for the ten, complete, ICL-R scales (i.e. comprising all 16 items) were .68 (0.08), .66 (0.11), .69 (0.63) and .68 (0.09) for the man's view of self, the woman's view of self, the man's view of partner and the woman's view of partner questionnaire, respectively. For only three scales (NO, LM and HI) was the reliability .70 or above for all four questionnaires. For a further two scales (PA and nNnO), it was so for at least two of the four questionnaires; but for four (JK, nFnG, FG and BC), it was not so for any of them. For the scales comprising only the eight most negative items, only one scale (LM) had a reliability of .70 or above for all four questionnaires and a further one (NO) had such a reliability for two. For 21 of the 40 scales, the reliability was less than .60.
Intercorrelation between the scales of the ICL-R Inter-scale correlations were calculated for the complete sets of 10 ICL-R scales for the four separate questionnaires: self-and partner ratings for men and women. For all four questionnaires, in accordance with the circular ordering of the scales, the highest, positive correlations were between the 10 neighbouring scales. The mean correlation for these, across the four questionnaires, ranged from .39 to .45. Among the remaining 35 correlations, there were some high positive ones (e.g. .61, self LM/nNnO) and some high negative ones (e.g. -.64, self nFnG/nNnO), the mean being a low negative. The difference between the two means was highly significant, men self .45 (0,15) diagonal, 2 .02 (0.29) rest, t ¼ 6:77, p ¼ :00; men partner .45 (0.17) diagonal, .00 (0.25) rest, t ¼ 6:59, p ¼ :00; women self .39 (0.13) diagonal, 2 .02 (0.23), t ¼ 7:26, p ¼ :00; women partner .44 (0.14) diagonal, 2 .04 (0.26) rest, t ¼ 7:68, p ¼ :00. For all four questionnaires, there was a marked degree of bipolarity between HI and four other scales, and between nFnG and nNnO. This is in stark contrast to the CREOQ scales, where there was no evidence of bipolarity. This is in accord with the bipolar nature of measures based upon the interpersonal circle. The inter-scale correlations for the scales comprising only the 8 most negative items were generally lower, but the mean difference between the diagonal correlations, and the rest were again highly significant. A degree of bipolarity remained for these scales, but the size of the negative correlations was greatly reduced.
Correlation between the scales of the CREOQ and the ICL-R (negative items only) Correlations were examined, for men and women separately, between the ICL-R questionnaires completed as for the self and the self-rating questionnaire of the CREOQ (MS and WS), and between the ICL-R questionnaires completed as for the partner and the partner-rating questionnaires of the CREOQ (MP and WP). These correlations were examined first using the full, 16-item scales of the ICL-R, and then using the 8-item, predominantly negative scales. The latter are presented in Table 10 . The comparison between the male self-assessments and MS showed the lowest number of high correlations and that between the female partner-assessments and WP showed the highest number.
The 10 ICL-R scales will be examined in sequence:
. PA (power-autocratic) showed consistently high correlations with the three upper scales. Since power and its misuse are related to upperness this is an understandable association. . nNnO (extrovert-sociable) and NO (responsible-hypernormal) showed relatively few high correlations with any scales. . LM (co-operative-overconventional) showed moderately high correlations with neutral close (.26, .23, .27 and .10) . Since closeness and cooperation are similar concepts, this is an understandable association. . JK (docile-dependent) showed high correlations with a number of scales extending from upper close to lower distant, embracing the close and the lower components of dependence (Birtchnell, 1988) . The highest correlations were .64 with lower neutral and .58 with lower distant in the women's (ICL-R) partner rating/WP comparison. . HI (self-effacing-masochistic) showed high correlations with a number of scales over the same range, but most consistently with lower close (.06, .28, .28 and .44) . From the scale descriptions, HI comes close to being a measure of lowerness, so this finding was reasonable. . nFnG (reserved-silent) showed high correlations across the entire range of CREOQ scales. The scale showing the highest correlations was neutral distant (.06, .26, .35 and .30) . On the woman's self-assessment/WS comparison only, it showed a high positive correlation with upper neutral and upper close and a high negative correlation (2 .24) with lower neutral, suggesting it might have an upper component. . FG (rebellious-distrustful) also showed correlations across a broad range of scales, but particularly with the three upper scales. . DE (aggressive-sadistic) also showed high correlations across the three upper scales, particularly upper neutral (.43, .38, .32 and .32) and upper distant (.33, .32, .54 and .26) . . BC (competitive-narcissistic) again showed high correlations with the upper scales, but particularly as they applied to men (the men's self-assessment/MS and the women's partner assessment/WP).
The bold type in Table 10 indicates the pairs of scales, from the respective measures, that are expected to be similar, in the light of the information available (a) in Birtchnell's (1996) book and (b) the manual of the ICL-R (De Jong et al., 2000) . These predictions were made before the correlations had been calculated. The difference between the mean of the predicted correlations and the mean of the remainder was only weakly significant for the two male questionnaires, so the predictions were hardly confirmed, men self-predicted .24 (0.14) rest .12 (0. To conclude, there is only an approximate correspondence between the CREOQ and the ICL-R scales. Two of the 10 ICL-R scales (nNnO and NO) show no consistent correlation with any CREOQ scales; one scale (LM) is close, one (nFnG) is distant, four (FG, DE, BC and PA) are predominantly upper and two (JK and HI) are lower. One redeeming feature is that the four upper scales extend around the upper left quadrant of the interpersonal circle, the two lower scales fit in opposite them, the distant scale slots into the lower left position, between the lower and the upper scales and the close scale slots into the right position between the lower scales and the two unplaced scales.
Discussion
Hopefully, the combined US CREOQ package will prove to be as useful in couple therapy as the PROQ2 has been in psychotherapy (Birtchnell, 2002b) . Generally, for the US and for both self-and partner ratings, the scores were markedly higher for the therapy couples than for the community couples, the most striking difference being for the partner ratings, particularly of the women, for whom the mean total score of the therapy sample was twice that of the community sample. One notable exception was that both the men and the women in the community sample rated themselves higher on lower neutral than did those in the therapy sample and, for the women, this difference was highly significant. Interestingly, this was not reflected in the LN partner ratings. Thus, a degree of acquiescence towards a partner seems to be conducive to a harmonious relationship.
Comparing the CREOQ with the PROQ2 These differences between the therapy and the community couples on the CREOQ are comparable in magnitude to those between psychotherapy patients and nonpatients on the PROQ2 (Birtchnell & Evans, 2004) , though there are some differences between the two sets of scores. Whilst there was no significant difference between patients and non-patients on the upper distant and upper close scales of the PROQ2, there was a marked and highly significant difference on these scales with the CREOQ. For both the self-and the partner ratings, the mean upper distant scores for the therapy couples were much higher, and for the partner ratings, the mean upper close scores for the therapy couples were much higher. There is no equivalent of the US for the PROQ2, because there is no relationship upon which the person can pass judgment.
The relationship of the CREOQ scales to the octagon The scales at either end of the two principal axes (neutral close, neutral distant, upper neutral, lower neutral) could be called be the primary scales, and those between the principal axes (upper close, upper distant, lower close, lower distant) might be called the secondary scales, since conceptually, they are a blending of the scales to either side of them. Consequently, high correlations between the primary and secondary scales are not surprising. If the input from the scales to either side of the secondary scales is equal, their correlation with the scales to either side of them should be the same. This is so for lower close, lower distant and upper close but not for upper distant. For all four questionnaires, the correlation between upper distant and upper neutral were much higher than those between upper distant and neutral distant. In any revision of the questionnaires, the upper distant items should be made more distant.
The idea that the four polar scales are primary was confirmed by the facts that the four factors emerging from the factor analysis were readily definable as close, distant, upper and lower and that the neutral (polar) items predominated in these four factors. When the factors are restricted to the four primary octants, the items from the secondary octants must load on the factors to either side of them. The one on which they do load is that with which they have the closer relationship. Not surprisingly, for both the self-and the partner ratings, the upper distant items loaded mostly on the upper factor. In the factor analysis of the PROQ2 (Birtchnell & Evans, 2004) , the nonpatient (N ¼ 276) and patient (N ¼ 432) samples were tested separately. For both samples, there were four factors that corresponded with the neutral positions, but for the non-patients, there was also an upper close and a lower close factor and for the patients, there was an upper close factor.
Comparing the CREOQ in the Dutch sample and in the two English samples The internal reliabilities of the Dutch sample were appreciably lower than those in the two English samples. The most likely explanation for this was the difficulty of translating English terms into Dutch. The mean scores of the Dutch CREOQ scales were significantly lower than those of the English community ones, indicating that the Dutch couples had fewer relating problems. This may have been because over 40% of the Dutch couples were neither married nor living together. In fact, over one third of them were students, so they might have been at quite an earlier stage in their relationship. In the English community sample and the couple therapy sample, and on both the self-and the partner ratings, women's mean scores were significantly higher than men's, but this was not the case in the Dutch sample. There is no obvious explanation for this. However, the rather surprising finding that in both the English samples the women scored significantly higher on upper distance, was also found in the Dutch sample. The striking positive correlation, on any particular pair of scales, between the self ratings of one partner and the partner ratings of the other, was apparent in both the English and the Dutch analyses. It also offers support for the validity of the questionnaires.
Comparing an octagon-based measure with a circle-based measure Comparing the four questionnaires of the CREOQ and the revised version of the ICL-R was a useful exercise, but it did pose difficulties. There is no circle-based equivalent to the CREOQ. Where the CREOQ refers to one person's interrelating with a specified other, the ICL-R refers to a person's general relating tendencies. Inviting the participants to apply the ICL-R first to themselves and second to their partners was an interesting compromise, but it still only defined the person's general relating tendencies. A more direct comparison would have been between the PROQ2 (Birtchnell & Evans, 2004) , a measure of general relating, and the ICL-R.
Integral to the theory of the interpersonal circle is the idea that every octant of the circle incorporates a range of intensity from the normal to the abnormal; consequently, the items contributing to each octagonal scale range from normal statements to abnormal statements. For example, on the PA scale, they range from 'Has a good reputation' to 'Expects everyone to admire her/him'. Relating theory also acknowledges that there are both positive and negative forms of relating, but the CREOQ is designed to measure only the negative forms. Consequently, to render the CREOQ and the ICL-R more comparable, the normal (positive) items had to be removed from the ICL-R scales. We acknowledge that separating out only the negative items of an established measure was not ideal, but it was the only legitimate way to compare the questionnaires. The circumplex version of the Inventory of Interpersonal Problems (IIP-C; Alden et al., 1990 ) might have been a more appropriate circle-based measure to have used because it has predominantly negative items.
Relating theory, upon which the CREOQ is based, proposes that all octants of the interpersonal octagon, and their associated scales, should be viewed independently; whereas interpersonal theory, upon which the ICL-R is based, proposes that the octants on opposite sides of the interpersonal circle, and their associated scales, should exist in a bipolar relationship, so that if a scale on one side of the circle gets a high score, a scale on the opposite side should get a low score. The result of this is that these scales should be negatively correlated. There were practically no negative correlations between CREOQ scales, as relating theory would dictate, but with the ICL-R, there were a number of high negative correlations, as interpersonal theory would dictate. There were very high negative correlations between the two new scales, nFnG and nNnO, particularly for men-self (2 .64) and women-partner (2 .60) ratings. The removal of the positive items from the scales did greatly reduce the bipolarity, though it did not entirely eliminate it.
The internal reliabilities of the ICL-R scales were appreciably lower than those of the four CREOQs and those of the negative item-only scales were lower still. It is possible that the reliabilities have suffered in translating the ICL into Dutch.
Despite these difficulties, a reasonable degree of agreement emerged between the two measures. The ICL-R scales could be divided into one close, one distant, four upper and two lower ones. Two scales (NO and nNnO) did not correlate with any of the CREOQ scales. The 10 identified scales could be shown to be distributed around the interpersonal circle in an arrangement that is comparable with the interpersonal octagon, and one of the two lower scales, HI, was shown to be negatively correlated with three of the four upper scales (PA, BC and DE) . This may mean that the gulf between the underlying theories is not as great as was originally supposed.
